
Lobbying Fo~
Growth
Anurag Saxena's career was on the fast traCk.
But was his meteoric rise due to the managing
director's undying faith In him or was It
propelled by his own capabilities?

HE 5.30 a.m. beep from his wrist-
watch woke up Anurag Saxena. In
characteristic style, he jumped out
of bed and headed for the bath-
room only to stop at the door.
Memories of the previous day
came rushing back and Saxena

realised that there was no need to hurry.
Yesterday morning, he had called up Tim
Leed, director for India and West Asia of
the New York-based Denver Instruments,
to say that he was quitting the company.
"Wait for a day, Anurag. We can talk about
this again tomorrow," was all that Leed said.

Twelve years ago, Saxena was the bright-
est star at Denver Instruments India, a com-
pany manufacturing office equipment. He was
then the sales manager of the western region,
which accounted for over 50% of Denver's
turnover. It was his sales acumen that had made
Denver's foreign parent optimistic about its plans for
India. Whenever the monthly sales figures were faxed
to New York, accolades poured back. Saxena's counter-
parts in other regions watched his performance with un-
concealed amazement and secretly envied his abilities.

Saxena was a workaholic. Week after week, he calculated the
deficit in his target and scanned the territory map to figure out
where the balance would come from. He pored over the targets of
his area salesmen, watched every order minutely and pushed his
team till it was delivered. Not that they resented his pushing and
chasing. All members of the sales team had worked with him

This case study was first published in BW,
1 February 1997.
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closely to know that Saxena thrived on the
pressure his job created.

When sales targets slipped, his paranoia
was at its height. For instance, when rival
company Remlen India launched its brand
of printers, Saxena quickly assessed his own
region's performance. He examined the sta-
tus of orders in each territory and groaned
when he saw that Pune was lagging. "What is
the problem with Pune?' he asked Sharad
Dani, the area salesman. "There's been no
cyclone, no rains, no transporters strike, no
power cuts, then what is it? I am coming with
you, we need to push Pune," Saxena de-
clared summarily.

Dani grinned. "I am doing okay, Anurag. I
have eight orders and Brekel Electronics'

order is also coming," he said. "So is
Christmas," thundered Saxena. "I

have been hearing about
Brekel for too long. We last heard from them

three weeks ago. Sorry, I must go with you," It
worked. That week, Dani finalised the sale

with Brekel.
The days turned into months and

months into years as Saxena pushed
orders, arranged demonstrations,
wooed clients, closed deals and
painstakingly inched towards his
goals - both of sales as well as
personal excellence. All this re-
quired hectic travelling though.
Saxena was virtually hopping
from one town to another. The
mixed cuisine played havoc
with his ulcers. But the bigger
loss was that in his desperation
to meet sales targets, Saxena
slowly got distanced from his
family. A quiet silence devel-
oped between him and his wife
while tutors filled the void he
had left in his son's maths les-
sons. All this hurt Saxena, but he

hardly had the time to feel the
pain. One day he would make up

with them, he was sure.
If appreciation was lacking at

home, it was more than made up by
his boss, Sudhir Rai, the general man-

ager of the western region. Saxena was
the blue-eyed boy Rai had groomed as a

trainee. Later, Saxena graduated from cus-
tomer service to sales management while

their relationship improved with time.
Over time, Rai empowered Saxena to work in

other line functions. So, Saxena got involved in fac-
tory operations and marketing also. This transgression of

the sales function bothered the other line managers, but
theyknew the region depended on him. Every quarterly result

onlyreinforced his ability as a salesman. Rai wasn't the only one
enamoured by Saxena. The managing director, Vasant Jain,

openly lavished praise on 'this bright young
lad of the western region'. Even down the line,
Saxena was very popular. He could motivate a
sales team to put in their best and achieve
even the most impossible of targets.

Saxena loved selling. He allowed a stan-
dard lapse of time for every stage in a sales
deal. If a particular stage look longer than
what he had planned, it was typical of Saxena
to roll up his sleeves and do the job himself.
That typified Saxena's style of management.
Then, after delivering his sales line and clos-
ing the deal, he would look triumphantly at
his team and say: "That's the way to sell!"

The team indulged him - they had learnt a
lot from Saxena. "He is a natural," they'd say in
unison. RID, too, indulged him. If Saxena
wanted a particular field staffer.to get three in-
crements in one year, Rai did not protest. He
was so confident of Saxena's success rate that

he had given him the licence to handle his team in whatever
manned he pleased. It did not bother him that he had to battle with
corporate accounts over these increases. After all, he always had the
numbers to back his case. The western region led the country on
every score, be it volumes, value, profits or morale.

MEANWHILE, Rai was made director (exports) and
shifted to the head office. Within a few months of that,
Saxena was made manager (customer service) of the
northern region. He hated moving away from his pet
function - sales - but Rai cajoled him. "Just accept it

for now. I cannot displease Jain. We will soon find something bet-
ter for you," he assured.

To some it seemed as if Rai's shifting to exports had taken the
wind out of Saxena's sails. But nothing had changed. Rai was
closely monitoring Saxena's career, just as Jain was monitoring
his. For, Rai was to Jain what Saxena was to him. And just as Rai
had promised, within six months Saxena was made the sales
manager of northern region.

Two years later, Jain took ill. When his condition didn't im-
prove even after three months in hospital, Denver decided to get
him treated in London. There was widespread speculation over
Jain's health and the succession issue came into the limelight. But
the foreign parent of Denver was firm: the situation was too deli-
cate for a race to the managing director's post. After several meet-
ings with Jain on his bed, it was decided that Rai should be made
the new managing director.

But Denver International was not entirely happy about hand-
ing over charge to Rai so suddenly. Since Jain was revered and
trusted, the company had agreed to go with his choice. However,
as a trade-off, Pete Guyen, the general manger (operations) of
Hong Kong was appointed the deputy managing director. Guyan
was brought in essentially to watch over Rai's moves.

Having worked for seven years in the western region, Rai's im-
mediate focus was on the regional operations. That was also the
time when the southern region was in a mess with sales declining
steadily and employee morale at its nadir. Rai's natural choice of a
troubleshooter for the southern region was Saxena, who went
there as the commercial manger, responsible for sales, purchases
and factory operations. Rai's brief to Saxena was as simple as it
was straightforward: sort out the mess and set it right.

Saxena had an uphill task cut out for him. The field staff was
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unionised, there was rampant overstocking, production was
lethargic and sales were on the decline. Saxena was like a bulldozer
let loose. He cut inventory levels by 60%, sacked 15 underperform-
ers, personally visited markets and spoke to distributors. He even
froze expenditure by insisting on scrutinising every single voucher.

In short, Saxena made life difficult for the general manager,
Raghu Sharma. Since he had Rai's backing, no one dared question
Saxena, who went about 'chopping' the tardy branch. But the sen-
iors at the branch were critical of Saxena's methods and accused
him of being over-ambitious. "He will soon take over as the general
manager. That's where his sights are trained," they said.

Less than three months after he took over as commercial man-
ager, some semblance of discipline had returned to the southern
region. Saxena managed to win over the field staff. He introduced
incentives and bonuses without caring for what the agreement
with the trade union had to say. He drove them to perform, chal-
lenged them to deliver, generously praised their efforts, yet did
not hesitate to rap their knuckles for tardy performance. On its
part, the sales team knew there was no messing around with Sax-
ena. He knew his job and his knowledge of the region's figures
were perfect to the second decimal.

E
VEN though the whole team was behind him, Saxena
planted his own men in key positions to provide him with
'market intelligence'. He got rid of people who could not
share his passion or match his pace. Within the very first
year, the southern region had turned the corner. Saxena was

flooded with accolades. No matter how much they disliked him,
even his detractors could not help but praise his performance.

But while the southern region turned the corner, the much
revered western region started slipping. In a swift move, Rai ap-
pointed Saxena the general manager for the region in place of Ra-
man Tuli, who was shifted to the head office as general manager
(customer services). Tuli resented the shift but Saxena's joy was
boundless. He had a certain attachment with the region, having
cut his milk teeth there as a management trainee.

When the news broke out, there were mixed feelings in the west-
ern region branch. On the one hand, many were delighted. "Now
everything will be alright," they said. But on the other, there were
quite a few who were wary of Saxena. They knew his ruthless ways
and had seen them being implemented during his stint in the south-
ern region. Worse, Saxena would now hold the senior-most position
in the biggest region, which was even more frightening. "This was al-
ways his region. He will stop at nothing to set it right," they felt.

That was exactly what Saxena did. He redrew the systems
which had been diluted in his 'absence' and shuffled the whole
brand like a pack of cards. Then' he brought in managers he had
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personally trained in the past from outside the region and placed
them in key positions. Within months, he had the whole branch
ticking like a clock.

A year and a half later, Rai inducted Saxena on the Denver
board as the sales director. The announcement stunned many, It
was indeed a very fast rise in too short a time for a man who was
the regional sales manager only six years ago. During this period,
managers normally moved just one rung up the ladder.

As sales director, Saxena had got a free hand from Rai to do all
he could for the company. He had all the regions, the sales man-
agers and the field staff on his side. Most of these people had at
some stage in their careers worked with him and owed allegiance
to his leadership. He knew their jobs and their inherent problems,
having held those jobs earlier in his career. He also knew the re-
gions and their specific needs. .

For the next two years, there was no stopping Saxena as he
moved from strength to strength. In fact, it was increasingly becom-
ing clear that if there was to be a successor to Rai, it had to be Saxena.

But Saxena didn't enjoy the adulation of the entire board.
There were some who felt he had been granted powers far beyond
his capability. But, for a company which was driven more by sales
and marketing, the halo around Saxena's head was inevitable.
These directors had their own lobbies working. For instance, fi-
nance director Amreek Bajpai, who had earlier been pipped to the
post by Rai in the race for the managing director's slot, was openly
promoting Raman Tuli as his protege.

Tuli was expecting to be promoted as director but lost the post
to Saxena because he had Rai's backing. Tuli resented this very
much and made it evident by creating acrimonious wars between
sales and customer services.

The following year, Rai moved to London as director (growth
products) and Tim Leed, who was the director for India and West
Asia, was asked to appoint a successor. Leed wasn't a great fan of
Rai and felt it was strategically necessary to break Saxena's turf in
sales. He was quite clear that he didn't want Saxena as managing
director because he was fiercely independent. Leed had always
felt that India was a critical market. And to execute and achieve
his India plans, he needed a loyal frontline management. One of
his first moves was to elevate Tuli as the marketing director. Sax-
ena - Tuli had cautioned Leed - was not one to readily toe the
international line and was a potential hurdle.

At the same time, it was important for Leed to have a totally
new person, preferable an expat, as the managing director. That
would not only break the lobbies, but also create an awesome im-
age which only an expat leader could lend.

Deputy managing director Pete Guyan was an operations man
whose role had been rather understated during Rai's tenure. It

now appeared to Leed that Guyan was the right choice to
execute his plan for India.

Guyan's appointment shocked Saxena im-
mensely. He had always seen himself as Rai's

natural successor. Peeved and hurt, Saxena
unwittingly allowed his displeasure to come
to the fore. Whenever a board decision reo
quired consensus, Saxena was the last to
give it. For instance, when Guyan decided
to review the territories in the western re-
gion and the northern region in order to in-

crease the number of distributors, Saxena
was very annoyed. He sent him a note that

said: "I would advise you to withhold any such
move. I happen to know both regions very closely
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and I have really worked hard at keeping them
driven. The only reason we have managed to
stave off competition there is the loyal coterie
of dealers we have built there and I am not
ready to upset this equation," he ended.

Guyan was rather disturbed by the tone
of the note, as were other board members
who felt that Saxena was carrying his disap-
pointment over losing to Guyan too far and
too long. One such person was Shyam Bhat-
tacharya, the technical director, who held
Saxena in high regard. "Anurag, Guyan has
turned out very well for Denver despite all our
initial misgivings about his ability to contribute," he
said. "The only person who supported your candidature
for the managing director's post was Rai. Everyone else, including
me, felt you were much too young. This face-off with Guyan will
prove a major factor in your personal evolution. If you can tone
down some of that ill will, you might find Guyan just as good a
partner as Rai."

U
NKNOWN to the two of them, a new lobby was slowly build-
ing between India and New York. Tuli, who had always
found Saxena a stumbling block, now began to lay tracks
with Leed directly. He did not lose an opportunity to keep
Leed informed about his successes and achievements. At

the same time, he subtly threw in asides on selling inefficiencies
which clearly pointed at Saxena's management prowess, or the lack
ofit.When Leed visited India for the annual review, Tuli waited on
himround the clock, entertaining him lavishly.

Tuli'smoves didn't go unnoticed by the other board members.
Theyresented his assumed intimacy with Leed. When he invited
Leedto his residence for dinner without extending an invitation
to the other directors, it rankled.

Leed allowed this cat and mouse game to carryon but re-
frained from taking sides. On the one hand, he disliked Saxena's
fierce independence. But he had also once told Guyan:
"It's not an entirely abhorrent trait. The man does have a lot
ofintegrity."

This upset Tuli, who had begun to see himself as Leed's choice
forthe managing director's post. He had begun to garner support
ofthe branches, a difficult task given Saxena's clout there. Also,
due to his new closeness to Leed, he had begun taking shots at
Saxenaby criticising his style of functioning.

Through all this, Saxena maintained a studied silence. But he
didmention it to Rai, long distance. Rai advised: "These are organ-
isationalwars. Keep your vision clear and don't fall for Tulis bait."

That'swhen news came in that Guyan would take over as man-
agingdirector of Denver's Singapore operations the next year. The
racefor the managing director's chair heated up. Guyan was in a
dilemma. On the one hand was his loyalty to Leed, who, in turn,
seemed to favour Tuli as the managing director. But Saxena was
Bhattacharya's ally and Guyan himself was quite fond of Bhat-
tacharya.

That year, Denver did exceedingly well. Sales reached an all
timehigh with a growth of 26% over the previous year. At the re-
viewmeeting held at Mumbai, Saxena lathered his speech with
eloquentpraises for the entire sales team ("This will always be my
teamand I am proud of their dedication and perseverance .." ) and
concludedby announcing a special bonus for every salesman.

Tuliwas annoyed. When the party broke for dinner, he went
upto Guyan and said: "It is highly improper to give full credit to

sales for the performance. Are we discounting the role of mar-
keting altogether?"

Saxena retorted: "It's a question of who recognises the efforts
and rewards it. If you felt marketing has done a tremendous job,
then nobody heard you give them the credit. Your speech was all
about your effort, your strategy and your planning."

Tuli resented that immensely. He called Leed and said: "Sax-
ena must go. He is brash, ruthless, controversial and critical. That
is-his only route to success. He delivers, you say, but you don't see
the darker side of his personality. You don't see the debris he
leaves behind in his path to gain and deliver!"

Leed was thoughtful. He was not willing to discount Saxena yet.
He felt he needed to have more time with him to assess him better.
The only person whose opinion he could rely on was Guyan.

Guyan placed very high stakes on the competency of Saxena,
whom Bhattacharya was promoting openly. Incidentally, Bhat-
tacharya was the brother-in-law of Rai and a close friend of
Guyan. Guyan had seen Saxena at work before. But he felt that to-
day Saxena was more driven by resentment than by the values
which Denver stood for. He even sympathised with Saxena for
having lost out in the race for the managing director's post. After
all, Rai had fielded him for as long as 15 years. Even now Rai was
trying to 'remote control' Saxena's future.

When Guyan's move to Singapore was official announced,
Leed made another important announcement: Raman Tuli would
be the new managing director of Denver. Saxena was moved out
ofIndia to head the office in New Yorkas the chief sales controller
for India and West Asia.

Saxena saw this as a curtain calion his career in India. In a note
to Leed, he said: "It must mean a lot to you to vest me with this
new responsibility. But the real action today is in India and this is
where I want to be. Obviously, my contribution to the company
has been inadequate, so I must go.."

Now, as he lay in bed staring at the ceiling, his thoughts were
interrupted by a call from Rai. 'Anurag, this is absurd! Why did you
resign? Don't you see yourself as part of Denver International? Do
you think that becoming the managing director of the India oper-
ations is the height of your glory? Drop the mental barriers and
see Denver as a global organisation. What Leed is offering you is a
terrific opportunity to upgrade your sales management skills. You
are a fantastic salesman and you must let every part of the global
organisation get the benefit of your expertise. Don't be blinkered.
The world is a much bigger place."

But for Saxena, who had spent 17 years winning one turf after
another and building strong teams who swore by his leadership,
the loss was far too great. Not becoming managing director was
bad enough. But losing out to Raman Tuli was worse. _
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ANALYSIS I: SAURAV AOHIKARI

A Cocooned Careerist
Saurav Adhikari is the president of HCL Technologies (BPO division) in North America.

POOR Anurag Saxena! Caught in a
cocoon like many others, he saw
little more except a narrow view of
the world. Should he have made it
to the managing director's job?

I will start by saying 'no' and then pro-
ceed to unravel the cocoon layer by layer.

Let us first see what the actual issues
are. Saxena is facing a situation which ex-
ists in most organisations today. Most
employees have experienced it them-
selves or they have seen it at close quar-
ters. Welcome to the new phenomenon of
boardroom capers which offers some in-
teresting insights into the hidden profes-
sional meanderings that take place be-
hind the seemingly logical, rational and
professional demeanours of the profi-
cient and powerful. That is life - or
rather, organisationallife. As the French
say: "C'est la vie".

Situations like these usually have their
origins in organisational alignments. Sud-
hir Rai, though seemingly innocuous, used
(and probably abused) Saxena to further
his own ambitions. Once alignments
change, so do power equations. Sure,
merit is important in a professional multi-
national company such as Denver. But
who says politics is not?

So, politics is one dimension. The other
is the human resource development
(HRD) dilemma. The brilliant salesman
promoted to a bumbling sales manager.
The productive foreman promoted to an
unproductive production manager. The
astute accountant promoted to an asinine
commercial manager. (Doesn't that sound
familiar?) HRD functions agonise over
these issues all the time.Ensuring the right
balance between promotions and pro-
motability often turns out to be a night-
mare. Win-win situations are the hallmark

of good HRD. But often, as in the case of
Saxena, it can be "win-lose" situations. Or,
in case of an organisation such as Denver,
"lose-lose."

What could Saxena have done? And
what could Denver have done in such a sit-
uation? Plenty.

First, let us take the issue of Saxena's
grooming. Obviously, he was caught in the
currents ofRai's ambitions. Identifying too
closely with a mentor has its limitations.
Saxena should have used Rai as much as
Rai used him. This way, he should have
built up his own power base within Denver
India and not let his proximity to Rai affect
his long-term career.

Second, Saxena should have built
bridges with his Indian colleagues. Except

Building organisational bridges within
and outside the company is not just a po-
litical move. It is also a strategic one -
both from the individual and organisa-
tional standpoint. Apparently, Saxena was
too focussed on his sales achievements
which had virtually become like a drug for
him. Consequently, the human and politi-
cal dimensions were ignored.

So much for the individual human di- .
mension of Saxena and what he could or
should have done. But what about Den-
ver's role? The company's biggest mistake
was that it did not make any strategicHld)
interventions. Career planning, grooming,
and most importantly, training people out
of and into their new roles is what long-
term HRD is all about. But unfortunately, it

for Bhattacharya, he appears to have made
no real friends or allies within the com-
pany, partly as a result of his ruthless style
of management. Tuli, among others, could
have been wooed over to his side as part of
the long-term goal of becoming the man-
aging director.

Third, Saxena committed the cardinal
mistake of not having Denver Interna-
tional (read Tim Leed) on his side. The
fact is that building bridges with the
headquarters of a multinational com-
pany is as important as doing so within
the Indian arm. This was something Sax-
ena should have done if he wanted to re-
alise his ambition.
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appears that all this was completely ab-
sent at Denver.

I also hold Denver's headquarters in
New Yorkequally responsible for the mess.
There seems to be no move to conduct a
periodic review of management potential
and career planning. For a company which
considers India as a significant market and
has great plans for the country, this seems
rather surprising.
The Final Diagnosis:
Saxena should have bitten the bullet and
moved to New York. There he could have
gotten rid of his preconceived notions,
grown mentally and organisationally from
being a sales-focussed manager to a man-
ager with true perspective. He could have
finally returned to India as managing di-
rector some day. If not, he could have
grown within Denver International.

He could have, had he only removed
the cocoon earlier. Or, if Denver had
helped him do so. But now, both stand
to lose. Poor Saxena. And poor Denver.
C'est la vie! I
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ANALYSIS II: G.K. VALECHA

Striking A Balance
G.K Valecha was director, Essae Chandran Institute at Bangalore. A Fulbright scholar and former dean of IIM-
Bangalore, he was also an organisational psychologist with over 25years' experience in teaching, research and
training in India and the us. He passed away in 1999.

l1Ecase study brings out very pow-
erfully the close linkage between the
strengths of a person (basic person-
ality and competencies) on the one
hand and its effective use in attain-

ing success and progress on the other. It
also underlines the limitations and
the negative implications of these per-
sonality traits.

Anurag Saxena comes across as an ag-
gressive, task-oriented, hard working,
dedicated, no-nonsense, hands-on sales-
man who is well-versed with market real-
ities. These qualities contributed to his
meteoric rise within Denver. In a matter
of 12 years, he progressed from sales
manager of the western region to become
a member of the company's board as the
sales director.

At the same time, when one analyses
Saxena's abilities, it would seem that his
strengths are, in a way, his weaknesses.
This is because Saxena has a relatively nar-
rowbandwidth of competencies.

He is an out and out super salesperson,
sales mana1\er and sales director. In order
to be a successful managing director, one
needs to have a broader bandwidth in
competencies, networking and outlook.
Saxena seems to have very strong and
powerful jagged edges which tend to be
dysfunctional. In Tuli's words, "Saxena is
brash, ruthless, controversial and critical".
It appears that Saxena's is not a well-
rounded personality. A person who is con-
sidered for the chief executive's role is ex-
pected to provide a kind ofleadership and
effectiveness in management style that's
quite different from the style and person-
alitythat Saxena manifests.
Symbiotic Relationship
There is a very close, and generally func-
tional, symbiotic relationship between
Saxena and his boss Rai. This is evident at
various stages of Saxena's career. He is a
blue-eyed boy and protege ofRai. As man-
aging director of Denver, Rai gives him all
the freedom, empowerment and support
- at organisational, personal and emo-
tionallevels - to take bold actions that he
feelsnecessary to achieve the targets and
attain superior levels of achievement.

Saxena, therefore, gets used to being a 'a
law unto himself'. He is allowed to have
several liberties in the interest of achiev-
ing results. Results being very important
for Denver, nobody dares to question Sax-
ena because he also has the implicit and
explicit support of Rai. True, Saxena justi-
fies this freedom, liberty and empower-
ment since he uses it primarily in the
overall interest of the organisation and is
able to deliver.

However, this very relationship has
prevented him from developing the phi-
losophy, art, skills and methods of net-
working with other individuals in the or-
ganisation to foster teamwork across
various functions and boundaries.

Saxena comes across as a very effec-
tive, authoritative person who is superbly
good in his specific sales functions. He
also takes care of his people when they are
able to match his pace and passion in
terms of performance. At the same time,
he has no tolerance for individuals who do
not achieve and are non-performers. He
does not hesitate to sack the non-perform-
ers as is evident during his stint at the
southern region and his return to the west-
ern region as general manager.

So, Saxena is a person who is both
highly feared and highly admired. He is
feared by people who cannot live up to his
high expectations and admired by people
(who are high performers like himself) for
the support, rewards and appreciation
that he provides them. There has been no
deliberate, significant attempt made by
Saxena, Rai or the HRD department of
Denver to develop Saxena into a more
mature, well-rounded personality, to en-
able him to develop highly effective inter-
personal relationships and acquire a
broader perspective of organisationallife.
His personality traits and management
style affect not only the people at his
workplace but also his home environ-
ment. His family is forced to accept his ab-
sence from the home front, since his at-
tention is sharply focussed on his job.
CliquesAnd Lobbies
Like many other organisations, Denver
also has its share of cliques and lobbies.
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These cliques and lobbies seem to work at
cross purposes in terms of the overall su-
perordinate goals and objectives of the
company. Denver also has its own share of
personal jealousies, interpersonal con-
flicts, groupisrn, personal loyalties and
linkages: These combine to serve as detri-
ments to the overall smooth functioning of
the organisation. There seems to be no
strategy or well-thought out attempt to
deal with such-issues.
LeadenddpOf~eTopT~
In the best of organisations in the world
today, one finds not only highly effective
and strong leaders, but also well honed
competencies of 'top-team leadership'. In
top-team leadership, the top leader in-
volves all the senior persons reporting to
him (generally ranging from three to 10) in
forming an effective team so that matters
related to policy, principles and cross-
functional decisions are taken by the top
leader in a consultative and participative
style with all the senior persons. Through
this process, the rough edges and psycho-
logical and organisational differences that
exist between various senior managers are
resolved in a functional manner, both
from the organisational and the individual
point of view.

Unfortunately, no such methodology
of management functioning seems to exist
at Denver. Instead, there seems to be more
of lobbying between different individuals
in senior and top positions. For example,
Tuli had been quite successful in develop-
ing a personal rapport and relationship
with Leed so that he could depict himself
in a positive light and, at the same time,
work on Leeds mind against Saxena.

The successes of Saxena are very loud
and clear and so are his sorrows. The sor-
rows include a strained family life, lack of
support from seniors and colleagues. The
greatest sorrow is his perception of being
bypassed for the post of managing direc-
tor. His blinkered view of his career led
him to think poorly of the break that Leed
has offered him in New York.If only Saxena
would heed Rai's and Leed's advice, it
could herald a new beginning, and not the
end of a career, as he seems to think. •


